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and 'Ibra, but at the latter place dissension broke out between Saif and
Latif Khan because the Persians had begun to act as if they were already
masters of the whole country. The alliance between the Imam and the
Persians was therefore broken off, and Latif Khan and his men returned
to Julfar.1
No further steps to establish control over 'Oman were made during the
summer and autumn of 1737, but in November Taqi Khan, the Beglarbegi
of Fars, received peremptory orders from Nadir to prosecute the campaign.
In January, 1738, the Beglarbegi and Latif Khan, after commandeering
all the English and Dutch trankeys at Gombroon, sailed for Julfar with
6,000 men. Taqi Khan embarked with considerable misgivings, and
quarrelled with Latif Khan because the latter had persuaded Nadir to
undertake the venture. However, the Beglarbegi and the Admiral
smoothed over their differences, and joined forces with Saif ibn Sultan,
whose lack of success against his rebellious subjects had forced him once
more to seek Persian aid. The combined armies again defeated Bal'arab
ibn Himyar, and after occupying the towns of Bahla and Nazwa,2 advanced
to Muscat. The Persians occupied the town without difficulty, but could
not secure possession of the eastern and western forts,8 although they
besieged them for five weeks. The Imam quarrelled with Taqi Khan at
Muscat, doubtless because of the Persian attempt to seize these forts.
Saif ibn Sultan then withdrew with his fleet and troops and made terms
with Bal'arab, who promised to assist him against the Persians.
Taqi Khan, being unable to take the Muscat forts, went to Barka at
the end of May, but likewise failed to obtain possession of the forts there.
At Barka dissensions once more broke out between Taqi Khan and Latif
Khan, with the result that the former poisoned the Admiral.* Thus
perished Nadir's most promising naval commander, who seemed to have
inherited much of the seafaring spirit of the old Persian navigators of
Siraf. ...
Taqi Khan and his men were then, it appears, reduced to great straits,
and, after an unsuccessful attempt to seize the town of Sofcar, they were
forced to take to their ships and sail to Julfar. In the meantime, disaster
had befallen the Persian garrison at Bahla.
The Beglarbegi, having no Latif Khan to check him, then proceeded
to treat the Arab seamen (most of whom were Huwalas) in niggardly
fashion; by failing to pay them and give them adequate rations, he brought
on a serious mutiny which resulted in the Persians losing for a time the
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